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We used to call ourselves The Three Musketeers. I know it's clichÃ©, but we were only kids. They
usually took turns being in charge, which was fine with me. I was just happy to go along with them.
After all, I thought I was the luckiest little girl in the whole world. Most of my classmates only had
one best friend, but I had two: my best friend Izzy and her twin brother. Back then, I hoped things
would never change, but that's the problem with more. Once I saw a glimpse of it, it was impossible
to stop wanting it. Especially when it came to Shane.**This standalone best friend romance has no
cheating, no cliffhangers, and is intended for a mature audience.
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I was amazed by this story. I loved it and will read it again and again. The story line was good and
you can connect to the characters.Overview. The three Musketeers was their favorite saying. Ellie,
Shane and Andi were best friends since age 7. Ellie and Shane were twins. Shane and Andi went to
college together, but Ellie went to an art college about an hour away. So when Andi breaks up with
her abusive boyfriend, she turns to Shane. Shane has loved her for years, but she doesn't see his
as more than a friend. But when she shows up at his frat house banged up, he drops everything for
her. He helps her fight her abusive boyfriend and shows her some love and support. Andi has a

hard time accepting help from Shane, and even more more trying to keep her feeling for Shane from
being noticed. But soon things will come full circle. But the two are just learning to explore their new
love when Ellie shows up unexpectedly and see the two in a new light. Will their love with stand the
three musketeers past or will they all go their separate ways? Can friends turn into lovers without a
lot of extra drama? Will Ellie understand Shane's point of view and then see Andi's point of view?

It was so well done. The characters were normal intelligent people with a loving friendship that
simply blossomed. The transition was done so well. Loved the dual POV. It was funny, romantic,
engaging. Just a lot of balance overall. Would recommend it for sure.

I loved this book!!! But hey the author is Hazel Kelly so how can you not enjoy it?Andi and Shane
and his twilight sister Izzy have been best friends since they were babies. They were the 3
musketeers:) Andi and Shane go to the same college and she went running to Shane when
everything went downhill with her current boyfriend. Shane has always been protective of her but
seeing her the way she was when she arrived at his doorstep triggered something in him. You have
to read it to see what happened between them because I do t want to spoil all the fun! They are too
cute together with all the bantering going back and forth and lots of truth or dare ;) I hope Shanes
twin sister and Andi's roommate Steph will have their own books I loved them in this book. Can't get
enough!!!

I read this book through Kindle Unlimited. It is written in duel pov's. This is my second book by this
author and the writing is ok. There is a lot of internal dialogue so I found myself skimming.Andi has
two best friends she grew up with, they are twins Izzy and her brother Shane. Andi is going to the
same college as Shane where they are seniors. When she is assaulted by her boyfriend she turns
to Shane. He helps her and during the time they spend together he starts to see her as more than a
friend. As a beautiful woman who is suddenly available. He decides to ask her out and their
relationship progress's from there. Izzy eventually walks in on them before they have a chance to
tell her but she is happy for them. The book is pretty much drama free and takes place over just a
few months time. Nice epilogue where he gives her a ring and promises that he will always be her
best friend and that one day he will be a whole lot more.

Loved this story about two best friends plus one who loved each other as friends growing up and
fifteen years later with just a soft kiss,turned all those feelings up into feelings of much more than

friendship how would they tell the other best friend his sister. They were so scared how was this
going to turn out. Do they loose the friendship and be more, or just stay friends. Beautiful story.
Hope there can be a part two.

Loved this very sweet story. I am not normally a fan of the friends-to-lovers theme as I tend to think
"Well, if they really never realized they loved each other, maybe it's just a phase and won't last".
But, in this case Shane had truly loved Andi for years. Took Andi a bit to come around but liked this
was not a huge drawn out thing.

I really enjoyed this book. Mostly because while I read it I had all the characters pictured in my head
with their very own voices which was fun. I also like how the best friend was a twin. I have a niece
and nephew that are twins and their relationship is kind of like the relationship between the two
twins in the book. Regardless of all the sex the story was really sweet and it ended well. I really
enjoyed this book.

I was absolutely hooked from the start, Hazel did it again in this stand alone book about twins
Shane & Izzy along with friend Andi whom they all call them selves the 3 musketeers growing up.
The banter, sarcasm n "Oreo" truth or dare, seriously how have I never heard of such a thing
befores.. So when Andi finds herself at Shanes doorstep years later at a college they attend
together asking for help, they find neither can no longer hide the truthes they've so desperately tried
to keep from each other or from Izzy. The question is do they want to any more! I cannot wait to see
whats next for Izzy & Steph also;)
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